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The Incredible
Planet Gargamuff

here was once a planet called
Gargamuff. It had grasslands
(home to adorable dogs) and lots
of trees that grew money, jawbreakers,
and disgusting broccoli, as well as a rain
forest, a beach, big mountains, a fruit
punch river, lots of craters, and a magic
spring in the center of the world. There
was only one road that led from one place
to the next, the mud was gooey, burning,
and slimey, the grass was edible cereal, and
there was a cold cheeseburger for a sun.
The weather would swing from hot to cold
to hot to cold and the snowy fluffy cotton
candy clouds would often rain ice cream
or snow round pellets of ice cream. These
storms were always followed by beautiful
rainbows. Sometimes it rained stress toys
or slime. Amongst the clouds were giants

black and brown birds who were bigger
than buildings with 2 or 7 lightning bolt
shaped wings. They made obnoxious sounds
and ate the clouds. On the beach there were
houses made of chocolate that would often
melt and need to be rebuilt.
One of the oceans was made of junk food,
Chinese food, fried food, and noodles.
Another ocean was made of lemon lime
soda and home to lemon sharks, friendly
clown fish, and pink dolphins. There were
two volcanoes, one erupted candy and cola
and the other erupted a wide variety of
technology. There was a lake of slime and
a hot spring that would erupt activators for
the slime lake.
Another planet nearby called Planet Thenos
was home to a group of people who all had
gucci teeth.

Growing on Planet Gargamuff were strange
cry baby Internet-Troll flowers. They were
very short but when approached they would
stand tall and tell you all your problems.
The trees that grew broccoli played youtube
vines all day, the jawbreaker trees told
knock knock jokes, and there were Mors
flowers that shouted at people and had
a plant remote that could pause people.
There were chicken nugget rocks that were
usually accompanied by ketchup packets.
Living in the clouds was an immortal
unicorn named Shimmer who had a 3-foot
horn made of diamonds and color-changing
wings. She had a long white tail of rainbow
tears, was multi-lingual, loved to eat
chocolate, and pooped candy. She loved to
make sad people happy by giving expensive
gifts and having special fireworks displays.
To get around people had planes made of
candy and stilts to walk through the mud.
You could also stand or ride on dinosaurs,
giant ants or spiders, or ride a spaceship

powered by cereal grass. There were lava
submarines, shoes that made you fast, gucci
flip flops that let you fly, horses on wheels,
moving furniture, and you could teleport if
you could visualize your destination.
Jake and Erika (or Jericka) were twins
who lived in a huge mansion underwater.
They had caramel-colored skin, Jake had
blond hair with blue streaks and Erika had
blue hair with pink streaks. They were
famous and loved to help people. Erika was
a fashionista and Jake was very protective
of her because they were orphans. They
wanted people to know that they are good,
trustworthy people who need lots of love.
Jerika had some great friends. Oof man
thought they were legends and lived in the
mud under Itamar’s bed, had a cylinder
head and circle mouth, wore a shirt that
said oof man and could only say, “oof”.
When he did though, everyone would fall
to the ground. Thenos lived in the craters
and had six chins, a smile that looked like

a mustache, antennae eyes, and a gucci
flip flop gauntlet. Slime Blob was created
by Jerika so it only obeyed them. It never
slept, could shape-shift, split itself, harden
itself, could consume anything it wanted,
and could form a protective breathable shell
around people. It naturally glowed green
but could change colors.
Donald McRonald the Cheeseburger Sun
God stood in opposition to Jerika and their
friends. It looked like an egghead with
no eyelids, had pointed ears, 120 chins,
long eye lashes, a crooked smile, a furry
unibrow, tiny pupils, a goatee with a
chicken nugget remnant stuck in it, pencils
stuck in its hair, chocolate around its
mouth, and always had lots of boogers in its
nose and spinach stuck in its teeth. It lived
with its mom in a rainbow hippie van down
by the fruit punch river. It could only say,
“hi kid” and had a devilish laugh. When
the sun went down it would eat big burgers
and throw potatoes at candy planes going

past. It didn’t have any friends because of
all its boogers. However, Kathy Trinity and
Bob Daneth didn’t mind being around it so
much.
Kathy Trinity had curly long blond and blue
hair and could shoot lasers from her hands.
She could move one eyebrow at a time and
was very pretty and had weird teeth. She
came from Planet Michigan and was very
powerful, she could pick the world up with
her hands! She was independent and liked
to go to the gym and was inspired by Ellen,
Oprah, and Beyonce. Bob Daneth came from
Planet Jupitar and was tall with blond hair
and was pretty lazy. He was rude, mean, and
sexist but believed in himself. He had one
laser eye and one stone eye and his head was
inscribed, ‘use code laser in the item shop’.
One day Jerika, Oof Man, Thenos, and Slime
Blob were out for a walk around the hot
spring when all the sudden Donald, Kathy,
and Bob were running toward them yelling
at the top of their lungs...

